Masks Uniform Umpire Sales
Prices Current as of 01/14/10

Wilson Helmet Mask
$137.00
Wilson Titanium Hockey style helmet mask. Engineered to provide extreme durability while delivering
excellent air flow & comfort. Tough Black ABS Shell. 3-Tiered comfort foam padding made of the best
materials: durable EPP foam for excellent shock resistance & open cell foam that conforms to your head &
provides comfort, both wrapped with Wilson Moisture management lining. Weight 2 lb 11 oz. One size Fit 7-7
5/8 (item# 5004)

Schutt Helmet Mask
$75.00

Schutt premium lightweight hockey-style umpire mask. Allows for maxium visability, more than traditional
umpire masks. Adjustable leather-covered chin pad for a custom fit. One Size Fit 6 5/8-7 1/2. (item# 5005)

Champro Super-Lite Mask
$83.00

Champro Super-Lite Mask, patented magnesium allow frame. Ergo-fit Pad system, DRI-Gear moisture wicking
pad covers, 3 way adjustable harness. 15.5oz
(item# 5025)

Wilson Chrome Molly Mask
$75.00

Wilson Mask - Wear what the Professional Umpires wear. The Wilson 10" Chrome Moliben Alloy face mask.
Absorbent leather padding. Higher visibility single bar construction. Velcro adjustments. Black color. 1lb 10oz.
(item# 5006P)

Diamond DFM-IX3 Mask
$66.00
Diamond DFM-IX3 Mask. Lightweight extreme single bar design. New stronger, lighter allow. Diamond QuickDry chin pad. Extended upper U-bar to protect from foul balls. Unique low profile design offers wider field of
vision. Black color. 1lb 3oz. (item# 5006PRO)

Champro Pro-Plus Super-Light Mask
$58.00

Pro-Plus Super-Light Mask. Features Dri-Gear moisture wicking pad covers. 3 way adjustable harness. Ear,
throat, and forehead extensions. 1 lb 3oz. (item# 5023)

Wilson Mask
$50.00

Wilson light weight extended frame mask with two-tone black PU and tan leather pad set. 1lb. 4oz.
(item# 5008)

Light Weight Extended Frame Mask
$41.00

Light-Weight extended frame mask with Amara leather pad set. Weight 1 lb. 12ozs. (item# 5006)

Light Weight Extended Frame Mask w/Vinyl Pads
$25.00
Diamond Light-Weight extended frame mask with Vinyl pad set. Weight 1 lbs 14oz. (item# 5006V)

Wilson 6 inch Throat Guard
$5.00

Black impact resistant plastic throat guard extension. Attaches with two snap straps to the bottom of the
mask for extra protection. (item# 5002)

Diamond Throat Guard Extension
$5.00

Black impact resistant plastic throat guard extension. Attaches with straps to the bottom of the mask for
extra protection. (item# 5001)

Mask Replacement Strap
$6.50

Black mask replacement strap set. (item# 5003)

Diamond Mask Sun Visor
$10.00

Diamond mask sun visor. Fits #5006PRO & #5006V. (item# 4900)

Diamond Replacement Pad Set
$16.00

Diamond Quickdry Replacement Pad set. (item# 4902)

Wilson Deer skin pads
$41.00

Wilson deer shin replacement pad set. Wrap around padding for shick-absorbing performance. Fits all old
school masks. (item# 4903)

Leather Replacement Pad Set
$16.00

Leather replacement pad set for #5005 and #5006 mask. Black and Tan. (item# 4901)

Wilson Pro Fit Chest Protector
$92.00

Wilson Pro Fitted 13" A3217 Chest Protector. Patented adjustable breastplate for optimal fit. Velcro padding
for easier maintenance. Added protection. Stitched plastic for added durability. Charcoal Color.
(item# 5011)

Diamond IX3 Chest Protector
$75.00

Diamond iX3 Chest Protector. Plastic three layer foam for unsurpassed protection and comfort. adjustable
arm pads to customize the fit to your specific needs. Lined with CoolMax fabric for moisture management.
Removable sizing plate included. 14" body length (without sizing plate) 18.5" body length (with sizing plate).
(item# 5010)

Champro Pro-Plus Chest Protector
$58.00

Champro Pro Plus Chest Protector. TRI-DRI construction provides triple density protection while maximizing
ventilation. Cushioned liner is covered with DRI-GEAR moisture wicking, BIO Fresh anti-microbial mesh
treatment. Weighs less than 3 lbs. 5-Way adjustable harness with quick release clips. Full shoulder coverage.
Includes abdomen and shoulder extensions. Length 14.75 in. Removable abdomen extension adds 6 in.
(item# 5022)

Champro Ventilated Chest Protector
$41.00

Champro Ventilated Chest Protector. Molded high impact shoulder caps, adjustable shoulder and back straps.
Vents in the protector allow for maxium air circulation. 17"wide x 16 1/2"long (item# 5020)

Champro Inside Chest Protector
$25.00

Champro Inside Chest Protector. Polyester satin front cover and twill back. Adjustable elastic harness and
steel clips. (item# 5021)

Double-Knee Leg Gurads
$49.50

Double-knee leg gurads. Full calf and ankle wings, extra long hinged instep/foot cap especially important for
umpires who won't wear protective footwear. POSI FIT GUIDE - Leg Guards are measured from center of
knee cap to bottom of shin plate (excluding toe cap). To determine Posi-Fit size, measure leg from middle of
knee to top of ankle. (item# 5012)

Available Posi-Fit Sizes 17.5", 15.5" & 13.0".

Single-Knee Black Leg Guards
$33.00

Single-Knee, black leg guards with adjustable elastic leg straps, automatically designed wrap around shin,
protective instep guard. POSI- FIT GUIDE - Leg Guards are measured from center of knee cap to bottom of
shin plate (excluding toe cap). To determine Posi-Fit size, measure let from middle of knee to top of ankle.
(item# 5013)

Available Posi-Fit Sizes 15.0", 12.5".

DIAMOND SHIN LEG GUARDS
$24.50

New Diamond shin leg guards are designed to fit under most umpire pants. Provides great protection below
the knee. Double plastic snap straps. (item# 5018)

Diamond Toe Extensions
$4.25

Diamond Toe Extension. Fits 5018 shin guards for extra protection. (Sold individually) (item# 5019)

Soccer Style Leg Guards
$7.75

Soccer style leg guards. Light weight designed to be worn under socks. Length 13" (item# 5014)

